I first encountered Diana Beresford-Kroeger, Irish-Canadian botanist and conservation scientist, on a medicine walk that she was leading through High Park in Toronto. I was not planning to attend; it was something I heard about at the last minute. I am very glad that I did, as it was an initial introduction to the wonders of trees as seen through the eyes of an unusually passionate and knowledgeable lover of trees. I learned many things I did not know about trees on that short walk and it left me wanting to learn more about both the science and ancient wisdom of trees she has been collecting and sharing. Much of this wisdom is here in her beautifully written memoir of a remarkable life’s journey of studying and loving trees.

Beresford-Kroeger recounts with eloquence the progression of her discovery of trees and nature, and of her remarkable and diverse career of research, writing and advocacy on behalf of trees and the natural world. Beresford-Kroeger’s story is one of personal growth and discovery, as she learns from her elders the ancient wisdom of trees and the natural world, spending formative summers in her ancestral homeland of the Lisheens Valley (County Cork, Ireland).

The book recounts with emotion her moves from Ireland to America (briefly) and then later to Canada where she ultimately settled and has spent the last four decades. Her work on behalf of trees is remarkable and multifaceted. She and her husband transformed a 160-acre farm into a conservation arboretum and hands-on research station. Her research and advocacy take many different forms from writing books to filmmaking (the latest of which is the film Call of the Forest) to activism, especially on behalf of indigenous landowners who she greatly admires and respects for their committed stewardship.

There is much joy and delight here, especially around the magic of trees. But there is also sadness. Beresford-Kroeger’s is a bittersweet life journey, born into British aristocracy, she lost both her parents at the age of thirteen, ending up sent by the courts to live with her uncle. Thus began a “wardship” that would shape the rest of her life and help ignite a passion for trees and the natural world. Spending her summers in Lisheens Valley, County Cork Ireland, her relatives teach her about the ancient wisdom of plants and trees.

Another sadness arises from the realization that few trees and forests remain in Ireland. She finds herself learning the story of an ancient woodlands culture that essentially no longer exists. The reasons extend back in time to the 500-year British occupation and genocide: active deforestation became, she tells us, a weapon to control and subjugate. As she later navigates university and academic life (eventually obtaining a PhD in Biology from Carleton University in 2019), she also realizes how little value modern science places on the ancient knowledge of her ancestors. She also confronts the reality that she may be the last generation to have obtained this ancient learning.

Nevertheless, she works to find ways to merge and blend ancient knowledge with modern science, and the book itself is evidence of the success of this. It is at once a celebration of the ancient ways and history of a largely extinct woodlands culture (Ireland), and a modern story of her discovery and work on behalf on a very-much alive Canadian forest ecology and culture.

A dispassionate scientist or cataloger of trees she is not. She is an unabashed lover of trees, and, as I recall from the medicine walk I attended, she is a more than occasional hugger of trees! She urges that we need to engage in “loving trees as people,” something consistent with the ancient Druid view of the intrinsic value of all things in nature. “It’s not hard to love something so huge and magical,” she says. And as is true for many of us, she notes, “trees were some of my oldest friends.”

A focus of the book, and of her life, is understanding the healing power of trees and...
in talking of trees, and the many benefits they provide, but perhaps more than anything else we need some of the magic and mystery she conveys, and a sense of the loss we would all feel if they (an intentionally chosen pronoun) did not live among us.


This is not a book about cities, though the lessons of care and love for trees, nature, and landscapes will find equal application there. If only we could treat urban ecosystems with the same reverence and attention she and her husband bestow on their organic farm. She sometimes describes the micro-ecology of trees using urban language. In describing the majestic older Oak, she notes that “each tree is a metropolis for insects, butterflies and pollinators.” Bio-cities of life within larger human designed bio-cities. She also speaks of efforts at bioplanning, working to create a bioplan for the Canadian capital of Ottawa, for example.

There is little doubt that we need the kind of rigorous research and science she brings to bear in talking of trees, and the many benefits they provide, but perhaps more than anything else we need some of the magic and mystery she conveys, and a sense of the loss we would all feel if they (an intentionally chosen pronoun) did not live among us.